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Spurlock declared a war on soda back in 2010, his thesis was that, with all the health problems
associated with consuming sugary drinks, there was no plausible excuse for a food product to
contain more than 10 percent sugar. He was right. At the time, Pepsi was selling a 16.9 percent
sugar "health drink." Now, nearly a decade later, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is about to
introduce the most sweeping limits on sugar content in food the country has ever seen. The new
federal rules don't just mandate that soft drinks can't contain more than 20 percent sugar. They're
going to cap the average for all packaged foods at 5 percent. That's right: There will be no more 20
percent-plus-sugar cakes, cookies, ice cream or other packaged foods in the country. On Thursday,
FDA commissioner Margaret Hamburg will announce the proposed new rules, which were put
together by a committee of experts and technocrats who met secretly for a year and a half to come
up with a compromise. The new limits will apply to everything from chocolates to juice. The agency
will issue "standards of identity" for food containing natural and artificial sweeteners, which will cap
the amount of fructose, glucose and other sweeteners allowed in food at 45 grams or less per
serving. The rules will also require food manufacturers to provide nutritional information for each
food they make and sell. If a food product contains less than 5 percent sugar by weight, then it
would have to include a statement like, "While this food does not contain any trans fat, it may
contain traces of saturated fat from its manufacturing process." An agency spokesman confirmed
that if a food is manufactured in the U.S. and contains less than 5 percent sugar, then it would have
to state that fact, on the package or a sticker or some such. The rules, which are set to go into effect
on Jan. 1, 2017, will apply to all food and beverages sold in the country, not just the 5 percent and 20
percent limit that Spurlock championed. Hamburg and the FDA's chief scientist will present the final
rules at a news conference Thursday afternoon. Sugar has become a political issue as the obesity
crisis has grown. Some Republican lawmakers think the new limits won't go far enough to keep
Americans from consuming way too much sugar. "My concern is that this is a very watered-down
version of what we were originally calling for," said Representative Mike Pompeo, a Kansas
Republican, speaking to the Salt Lake Tribune in December. "It's not a significant change to what's
currently in place. I've been f988f36e3a
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